Smooth muscle cells are one of the functional constituents in the human abdominal aorta, located in the medial layer, forming two helices similar to collagen fibers. During development, angiogenesis and vascular remodeling, smooth muscle cells experience changes in their orientation and a reorganization of their intracellular filament structure. In order to study the so far not so well-known interrelation between smooth muscle orientation and the intracellular filament structure in the human abdominal aorta a recently proposed mechanochemical model is modified. Two families of muscle fibers are introduced with a non-symmetric filament overlap behavior, and the model is implemented into a finite element code. Active material parameters are obtained by fitting the model behavior to experimental data. Fitting results highlight that the non-symmetry of the filament overlap behavior depends on the muscle fiber orientation. Modification of the smooth muscle orientations and the intracellular filament structure, and their influences on the human abdominal aortic responses are investigated using a finite element model of an aortic ring. We show how changes in the aortic wall behavior due to alterations in the smooth muscle orientation can be reduced, and even prevented by adjusting the filament overlap behavior. Thus, a modification of the intracellular filament structure could be used as a therapeutic approach in response to pathological vascular adaptation processes where changes in smooth muscle orientation are involved.
Smooth muscle cells are one of the functional constituents in the human abdominal aorta, located in the medial layer, forming two helices similar to collagen fibers. During development, angiogenesis and vascular remodeling, smooth muscle cells experience changes in their orientation and a reorganization of their intracellular filament structure. In order to study the so far not so well-known interrelation between smooth muscle orientation and the intracellular filament structure in the human abdominal aorta a recently proposed mechanochemical model is modified. Two families of muscle fibers are introduced with a non-symmetric filament overlap behavior, and the model is implemented into a finite element code. Active material parameters are obtained by fitting the model behavior to experimental data. Fitting results highlight that the non-symmetry of the filament overlap behavior depends on the muscle fiber orientation. Modification of the smooth muscle orientations and the intracellular filament structure, and their influences on the human abdominal aortic responses are investigated using a finite element model of an aortic ring. We show how changes in the aortic wall behavior due to alterations in the smooth muscle orientation can be reduced, and even prevented by adjusting the filament overlap behavior. Thus, a modification of the intracellular filament structure could be used as a therapeutic approach in response to pathological vascular adaptation processes where changes in smooth muscle orientation are involved.
INTRODUCTION
Smooth muscle cells play a significant role in the short-term and long-term changes of arterial responses. [9, 38] During development, angiogenesis and vascular remodeling, smooth muscle cells experience changes in their orientation. [40] A time-dependent reorganization of vascular smooth muscle cells perpendicular to the axis of the applied cyclic stretch during in vitro experiments was reported by [53] and [7] , where the reorientation was dependent on the applied cyclic stretch frequency. [39] In vivo experiments performed with basilar arteries of normotensive rats revealed an almost uniform circumferential alignment of vascular smooth muscle cells. In contrast, spontaneously hypertensive rats showed a significantly altered pattern of arrangement (distribution), and main orientation of contractile smooth muscle cells. [3] Numerous factors such as frequency, direction and the amount of applied stretch were shown to play a major role in the reorientation of vascular smooth muscle cells in vivo and in vitro. [40] The healthy human abdominal aorta is a large elastic artery and consists of three distinct layers: tunica intima, tunica media and tunica adventitia. The tunica intima is the innermost layer of the abdominal aorta and is composed of a single layer of endothelial cells. Endothelial cells are integrated into several important physiological processes such as regulation of the exchange of substances between the blood and the underlying cells, inhibition and activation of blood coagulation mechanisms [4] and most importantly in the production of important substances such as nitric oxide and endothelin-1, which are responsible for the modulation of the vascular tone. The medial layer of the abdominal aorta (tunica media) is made up of 40 to 70 alternating layers of spindle-shaped smooth muscle cells and elastic lamellae, which are composed of the extra-cellular matrix proteins elastin, collagen (30% of type I and 70% of type III, [26] ) and proteoglycans. The adventitia is the outermost layer of the wall and comprises elastin, fibroblasts (responsible for elastin and collagen production) and thick bundles of wavy collagen fibrils which prevent the artery from overstretching and rupture at higher blood pressure levels. It was reported that smooth muscle cells in the human abdominal aorta are oriented symmetrically with a direction located in the circumferential-axial plane; they form two fibrous helices in the medial layer. [27, 31] Findings of [31] suggest that the collagen fiber orientation and the orientation of smooth muscle nuclei correlate.
Smooth muscle cells are able to produce active tension over a large range of muscle lengths in the circumferential direction, which can be described through a length-tension relationship. [9, 10, 13] This length-tension relationship, also described by a stretch-active stress relationship, was previously modeled, [5, 17, 50, 62] and described as a rearrangement of the intracellular filament structure, more specifically, as the overlap between the actin and myosin filaments. [44] Smooth muscle cells are known to be able to adapt their length-tension behavior as a relatively quick response when subject to sustained changes in the loading condition. [20, 23, 54, 58, 60] This adaption process is partly governed by a reorganization of the intracellular filaments such as the actin and myosin filaments which effects the filament overlap, [20, 23, 60] and the number of contractile units. [23] However, most studies on the filament overlap function were conducted for smooth muscle cells aligned in the circumferential direction, and no detailed analysis was yet performed to investigate the relationship and link between the extracellular smooth muscle cell orientation and the intracellular filament structure.
In the present study we address this structural connection ranging between different length-scales to better understand the role of smooth muscle contraction during vascular adaptation. We use a modified version of a mechanochemical model proposed by [52] and [42, 44] together with a micro-structurally based layer-specific constitutive model recently proposed by [28] that we implement into a three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) framework. Therefore, in Section 2 we summarize the underlying continuum mechanical framework and introduce the constitutive models for the arterial wall. Furthermore, we focus on the parameter identification and the FE implementation. In Section 3 the FE framework is then used to study how changes in the smooth muscle cell orientation and intracellular filament structure influence the active behavior of the human abdominal aorta by analyzing two representative numerical examples. These are the isometric contraction of an aortic medial strip and the inflation and contraction of an aortic ring. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss our findings and highlight a potential clinical perspective.
METHODS

Continuum mechanical framework
In this section the basic continuum mechanical relationships related to the constitutive modeling of arterial walls are summarized. In particular, these are the finite deformation kinematics, the hyperelastic stress response, and the elasticity tensor required for an implementation into a FE code. The interested reader is referred to [49] and [25] for additional information.
Kinematics
In the reference (undeformed) configuration we assume the continuum to be in a load-and stress-free state Ω 0 ⊂ ℝ 3 . By means of the deformation map a material point X ∈ Ω 0 is transformed to a position x = (X) located in the current (deformed) configuration, defined as Ω ⊂ ℝ 3 . In addition, the deformation gradient is introduced as F = (X)∕ X. We consider a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into a volume-changing part F vol = 1∕3 I and a volume-preserving part F = −1∕3 F so that F = F vol F, where is the volume ratio defined as (X) = det F > 0, with det F ≡ 1. Furthermore, we introduce the right Cauchy-Green tensor C = F T F, together with its corresponding unimodular counterpart C, defined in terms of the deformation gradient by
The three principal strain invariants , = 1, 2, 3, and the corresponding modified principal strain invariants̄are defined in terms of the right Cauchy-Green tensor as
Finally, we assume the existence of a vector M defined in the reference configuration, with |M| = 1, which describes the orientation of collagen fibers or smooth muscle cells in the arterial wall. The so-called pseudo-invariant of C and the dyadic product M ⊗ M is given by 4 = M ⋅ CM, and arises directly from the anisotropy. Note that 4 is equal to the square of the stretch in the fiber direction M. The unimodular form of 4 is given bȳ4 = M ⋅ CM.
Hyperelastic stress response
In the context of finite hyperelasticity we assume the existence of a Helmholtz free-energy function Ψ, defined per unit reference volume, which we additively decompose into a volumetric (dilational) part ( ) and an isochoric (distortional) part Ψ(C, M) as [25] 
From the Clausius-Planck inequality (assuming a reversible isothermal process), and by applying the standard Coleman-Noll procedure, we receive the constitutive equation for the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S as
where the purely volumetric stress contribution S vol is according to
with the hydrostatic pressure ( ) = d ( )∕d , and the derivative of with respect to the symmetric tensor C according to C −1 ∕2. The purely isochoric part S reads
where we have introduced the fictitious second Piola-Kirchhoff stressS defined bỹ
and the fourth-order projection tensor with respect to the reference configuration, i.e.
where ⊗ denotes the dyadic product, and Dev(•) = (•) − (1∕3)[(•) ∶ C]C −1 furnishes the physically correct deviatoric operator in the material description.
Elasticity tensor
In order to obtain results with reasonable accuracy for nonlinear problems in the field of computational finite elasticity an incremental solution method (of Newton's type) in combination with an adequate convergence criterion is required. [59] Therefore, a consistent linearization of the constitutive equation is needed, which yields the so-called elasticity tensor. The material representation of the elasticity tensor can be obtained from the total differential dS = ℂ ∶ 1∕2dC, in which the symmetric fourthorder elasticity tensor ℂ in the decoupled form can be written as
where the purely volumetric contribution ℂ vol to the elasticity tensor ℂ in the material description reads
where, for convenience, we have introduced the scalar functioñ= ( + d ∕d ), and where the symbol ⊙ has been introduced to denote the tensor product according to the rule
The purely isochoric contribution ℂ is defined as [25] 
where the fourth-order fictitious elasticity tensorC in the material description is
the trace is Tr(•) = (•) ∶ C, while the modified Lagrangian projection tensorP of fourth-order is
with ℙ T = − C ⊗ C −1 ∕3, according to Equation 10.
Constitutive models
As mentioned in the continuum mechanical framework and displayed in Equation 5 , we assume a split of the free-energy function Ψ characterizing the energy stored in the arterial wall by a purely volumetric contribution , particularized as
and a layer-specific isochoric part Ψ which reflects the micro-structure and the mechanical properties of the arterial wall. Note that in (17) , > 0, denoting the bulk modulus, serves here as a penalty parameter, where an increase in reduces violation of the incompressibility constraint. In the limiting case ( → ∞) the constraint is exactly enforced and the free-energy function Ψ represents a functional for an incompressible material with ≡ 1. For numerical reasons the penalty parameter is chosen to be = 10 5 kPa for all subsequent simulations. In order to enforce incompressibility and to avoid non-physical effects, as reported in [22] , the Augmented Lagrangian method is used. [19] The medial layer of the arterial wall contains smooth muscle cells so that we additively decompose the related isochoric part Ψ of the energy function into an active part, say Ψ a , taking care of the smooth muscle contraction, and into a passive contribution, say Ψ p , representing the structural and mechanical properties of the passive components (ground matrix and collagen fibers), i.e. Ψ = Ψ a + Ψ p . Hence, the isochoric part S of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S and the related elasticity tensor ℂ in the material description can also be split into an active and a passive part, i.e. S = S a + S p and ℂ = ℂ a + ℂ p . Subsequently, the corresponding fictitious tensors, related via (8) and (14), take on the forms
e z e θ 2α fib 2α cu e r M fib e z e θ 2α fib F I G U R E 1 Schematic illustration of a young aortic ring with two layers, the adventitia (with thickness adv ) and the media (with thickness med ) -for young blood vessels the intima can be neglected from a mechanical point of view -showing the opened-up configuration with inner radius i and opening angle (modified from [26] ): collagen and smooth muscle fibers form two helically arranged families of fibers each represented by a corresponding direction vector, i.e. M fib and M cu , having angles fib and cu with respect to the circumferential direction e . The collagen fibers have a non-rotationally symmetric dispersion around the mean direction vector M fib , which is located in the circumferential/axial plane, the (e , e ) plane andC
In the remaining part of this section we focus on the derivations ofS andC. In contrast to the medial layer, the tunica adventitia comprises only passive constituents. Therefore, its isochoric free-energy function contains only the passive contribution, i.e. Ψ = Ψ p .
Constitutive model for smooth muscle contraction
We assume activation of the medial layer caused by spindle-shaped smooth muscle cells, oriented with their longest axis along the muscle fiber direction, which we denote in the reference configuration by the vector M cu (cu stands for contractile unit), as illustrated in Figure 1 . The medial layer is modeled as two helically arranged families of smooth muscle fibers embedded in an extra-cellular matrix. The smooth muscle fiber families are oriented symmetrically in the circumferential-axial plane, defined by the angle cu with respect to the circumferential direction e (Figure 1 ). In the present study no dispersion of the smooth muscle fibers is considered. Collagen fibers also form two helically arranged families characterized by the direction vector M fib with the angle fib to the circumferential direction. The collagen fibers are assumed to have a non-rotationally symmetric dispersion around the mean direction vector, which is located in the circumferential/axial plane, the (e , e ) plane. The contractile apparatus in the smooth muscle cell responsible for contraction is modeled by contractile units (CU) consisting of actin and myosin filaments, arranged in series oriented to the smooth muscle orientation M cu . The shortening of a CU during activation (muscle contraction) is caused by 'cross-bridges' (CB) between the actin and myosin filaments leading to a relative sliding between the filaments. The constitutive model for smooth muscle contraction is based on the work of [42, 44] and [41] but is here modified in order to study the effects of the smooth muscle orientation in the medial aortic layer on the biomechanical response. Subsequently we provide a brief summary of the smooth muscle model. to myosin phosphorylation (indicated by the symbol P) through hydrolysis of ATP into adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (P i ). This causes the myosin head to straighten. The myosin head is not attached to the actin filament. C: The phosphorylated myosin head attaches to the binding site on the actin filament. e: A release of P i causes a force-related power stroke and the release of ADP. f: ATP leads then to the release of the myosin head from the actin filament. State B is reached by ATP hydrolysis. The cycle B → C → e → f → B describes the actual cross-bridge cycle. However, state e and f are only included to better illustrate the kinetics of the cross-bridge cycle, but are not considered in the model by [21] or in the current work. D: The myosin head is dephosphorylated but still attached to the actin filament creating a load-bearing cross-bridge, which is known as the latch-state. Parameters 1 to 7 describe the rate of transition between the functional states. Adapted from [42] 2.2.1.1 Chemical model -cross-bridge kinetics Activation and kinetics of CBs are described through the latch-state model proposed by [21] . It was developed to describe CB interactions, in which calcium-dependent myosin phosphorylation is the only regulatory mechanism. In the latch-state model the CBs are defined through Hai and Murphy [21] are modeling the CB kinetics through a set of ordinary differential equations, which is here summarized in matrix notation as 
where 1 , … , 4 and 7 are parameters describing the rate of transition between the four states and the superimposed dots denote time derivatives. Since myosin states are given as chemical fractions , they satisfy the constraint M ( ) + Mp ( ) + AMp ( ) + AM ( ) = 1. According to [21] we assume that at time 0 all CBs are in state A, hence M (0) = 1 and consequently and expressed as
Dense body Actin filament Myosin filament L cuû fs +ûe 2 l cu F I G U R E 3 Schematic illustration of (half) a contractile unit (CU): cu is the reference length of the CU, cu is the current length, whilêf s and e denote the (absolut) filament sliding and elastic elongation of the CBs, respectively (̂f s is negative in contraction;̂e only exists when there are load-bearing cross-bridges). Adapted from [44] where ED 50 is the half-activation constant for calcium, and and ℎ are fitting parameters. For a more detailed description regarding the CB kinetics model see [21] and [42] . The intracellular calcium transient is defined as
with ≥ 0, and where 1 defines the temporal starting point of the transient, 2 is the duration until [Ca 2+ ] i reaches the maximum , and defines the rate at which [Ca 2+ ] i decreases to the steady state value .
Mechanical model
The mechanical model of the CBs is based on the smooth muscle CU model proposed by [44] . In that model, the attached loadbearing CBs are modeled as elastic springs with constant stiffness. Thereby the elastic elongation e (normalized with respect to the reference length of the CU) is defined as
where cu is the (modified) stretch of a CU defined as the current length divided by the reference length of the CU, while fs is the sliding between the actin and myosin filaments normalized with respect to the reference length of the CU, see Figure 3 . The energy stored in the two symmetric families of smooth muscle fibers, oriented along the unit vectors M cu (Figure 1 ), can be expressed as
where a we call active material parameter, fo denotes the relative filament overlap between actin and myosin and
The active force generated within a CU is proportional to fo and the relative number of attached load-bearing CBs ( AMp + AM ).
The relative filament sliding between actin and myosin is described through an evolution law based on Hill's equation for tetanized muscle contraction, [24] where the relationship between the shortening velocity and the after-load of an isotonic quickrelease test is described through a hyperbolic function. By assuming that the shortening velocity correlates with the behavior of filament sliding, [18] the evolution law for the relative filament sliding can be expressed aṡ is the (absolut) optimal filament sliding (modified from [44] ). Note that the maximum absolute filament overlap at optimal filament sliding corresponds to the length of the myosin filament m (assuming that the actin filament is longer than the myosin filament)
where and are fitting parameters, a is the external active first Piola-Kirchhoff stress of one family of smooth muscle fibers in its local direction, i.e. 
and c is the internal driving stress from the CBs, which depends on the mechanical state of the CU. The internal driving stress is only dependent on the attached cycling CBs ( AMp ) during contraction and depends on both attached cycling and non-cycling CBs ( AMp , AM ) during relaxation. The internal stress of one family of muscle fibers in its local direction is quantified as
= 4, 6, with the stiffness-like material parameters AMp and AM . Note that according to [46] we set AM = 0.3 AMp implying that the cycling CBs determine a stronger contractility than non-cycling CBs. For the relative filament sliding we consider both filament sliding due to any external mechanical loading or deformation, and filament sliding linked to the active cycling CBs. In the case for no attached CBs fs = cu − 1.
2.2.1.3
Filament overlap Referring to Figure 3 , the intracellular myosin and actin filaments are assumed to be arranged as CUs in a side-polar structure, and to interact through attached CBs, i.e. myosin heads attach to the binding sites of the actin filament. Filament sliding between actin and myosin can occur either by CB cycling or due to an externally imposed deformation. The filament overlap is the length which the actin and myosin filaments overlap, and it defines the number of maximum possible attached CBs in a half CU. Therefore, the filament overlap depends on the lengths of the actin and myosin filaments, and how these filaments move with respect to each other, which can be described through filament sliding. According to Figure 4 we assume that each CU has an initial filament overlap. It increases with increasing filament sliding until it reaches a maximum, which corresponds to the length of the myosin filament (assuming that the actin filament is longer than the myosin filament) at a certain optimal filament sliding. When the filament sliding increases above this optimal filament sliding, the overlap decreases.
Hence, the intracellular structure and organization of actin and myosin filaments in the CUs are modeled by using a filament overlap function. [44] The relative overlap fo between actin and myosin filaments has previously been described using a Gaussian function, which is dependent on the filament sliding fs . [46, 52] We model the relative filament overlap fo using a similar Gaussian function, i.e.
where opt fs is the optimal filament sliding parameter for a maximal filament overlap, see Figure 4 , and fo defines the width of the filament overlap behavior. We use a non-symmetric filament overlap function by adjusting the width parameter fo as
For fo 1 = fo 2 the filament overlap function returns to a symmetric behavior.
2.2.1.4
Stress and elasticity tensors Since stress and elasticity tensors have already been provided within the continuum mechanical framework section, we focus here on the specific expressions for the (active) isochoric stress and elasticity tensors, more precisely the fictitious contributions to the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S and the material elasticity tensor ℂ, see Equations 18 and 19. Hence, with the use of Equations 24 and 25 we obtain from (18) and (19)
where we have used the abbreviations Ψ 
Layer-specific constitutive model for the passive arterial wall
To capture the layer-specific passive mechanical response of the aorta a micro-structural constitutive model is used. The model was recently proposed by [28] and mechanical and structural parameters can be found in [48] . Briefly, the aortic wall is treated as a thick-walled composite material, i.e. an isotropic ground substance which is reinforced by two symmetric families of collagen fibers that form a helical structure along the axial direction of the vessel, see Figure 1 . The free-energy function Ψ p of the passive tissue is additively decomposed into an isotropic part Ψ g , representing the ground substance, and an anisotropic part Ψ fib , characterizing the collagen fibers, i.e.
Media and adventitia are characterized by the same form of the passive isochoric free-energy function but different mechanical and structural parameters are used. The contribution of the ground substance is modeled with a neo-Hookean material, i.e.
where p is the passive shear modulus and̄1 the modified principal strain invariant introduced in Equation 2 2 . A second-order structure tensor for each collagen fiber family is introduced, say H , = 4, 6, which is defined in the material description and in terms of the mean (in-plane) direction vectors M fib , = 4, 6, located in the circumferential/axial plane, the out-of-plane direction vector M n and the second-order identity tensor I. According to Figure 1 the out-of-plane direction vector M n coincides with the radial direction vector e . Thus, [28] 
where = 2 op ip and = 2 op (1 − 2 ip ) contain the in-plane dispersion parameter ip and the out-of-plane dispersion parameter op . The anisotropic part of the free-energy function is capturing the mechanical response of the collagen fibers. Thus,
where 1 is a positive stress-like material parameter and 2 is a positive dimensionless material parameter. Further, the unimodular generalized invariants are defined as
together with the unimodular pseudo-
n . Note that according to [26] it is assumed that the anisotropic term, as shown in Equation 38 , only contributes to Ψ p if the corresponding fibers are under tension.
2.2.2.1
Stress and elasticity tensors The fictitious passive contributionsS p andC p to the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S p and the material elasticity tensor ℂ p can be expressed with the use of Equations 2, 38 and 39. Thus, from Equations 18 3 and 19 3 we obtaiñ
where we have used the abbreviations Ψ ′ fib (̄⋆ fib ) and Ψ ′′ fib (̄⋆ fib ) according to
and
For more details see the work by [47] .
Thermodynamical aspects
The obtained model response is governed by a set of state variables, involving the deformation gradient F, the filament sliding of each muscle fiber family fs 4 and fs 6 , and the chemical state of myosin
T , which are coupled from an energetic point of view. In this section, we present a brief account on the satisfaction of the second law of thermodynamics associated with the present modeling formulation following the work of [51, 52] . We consider a smooth muscle tissue with a reference volume and treat the volume as an open system. Ignoring thermal effects, the internal power can be written as
ċfs , where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, work conjugate to F, and c is related to the stress generated by the smooth muscles through the power stroke, work conjugate to fs . Assuming that some of the power produced internally during muscle contraction is stored, while some is dissipated, the dissipation inequality under isothermal conditions can be written as int = −Ψ ≥ 0, using the Legendre transformation. [25] The free energy is taken to be a function of the state variables, i.e. Ψ = Ψ(F, fs 4 , fs 6 , n). Thus, the following inequality must hold for smooth muscle contraction, i.e.
for all evolutions of the state variables that satisfy the constitutive equations and the additional constraint given in the chemical model, as presented in Section 2.2.
Parameter identification
Parameters for the chemical model according to Equations 20-22 are taken from [41] , and they are summarized in Table 1 . In order to estimate the material parameters for the proposed active constitutive model, experimental active length-tension data of pig common carotid arteries documented in [44] are adopted. Because of the fact that there are no suitable experimental data available on the contractile behavior of human aortic tissue these active length-tension and tension-time data are chosen and slightly modified, see Appendix A. Material and structural parameters for the proposed passive constitutive model are taken from [48] , and are summarized in Table 2 . Micro-structural investigations (second-harmonic generation imaging) and biaxial mechanical tensile tests of healthy abdominal aortas are performed, and the experimental data are fitted to the non-symmetric collagen fiber dispersion model provided in this work. The stiffness parameter AMp can be expressed in terms of a through the relationship between the external mechanical force and the internal driving force, from the evolution law at steady state (̇f s = 0). Therefore, using (23) and (27) , (28) 
where AMp,ss and AM,ss are the corresponding chemical fractions at steady state. The elastic elongation at steady state is set to e,ss = 0.02, which is according to [2] , and the phenomenological parameters and used in Equation 26 are set to values which are taken from [44] , i.e. = 26.68 kPa and = 0.00833 s −1 . Theoretically, an increase of would lead to an increase of the shortening velocitẏf s and the steady state stress in an isometric contraction test. On the other hand, an increase of leads to the opposite effect.
For , fo 1 and fo 2 . A muscle fiber orientation of cu = 0 • corresponds to an experimentally observed orientation of smooth muscle cells in the pig common carotid artery. However, a muscle fiber orientation of cu = 6.91 • corresponds to the collagen fiber orientation in the medial layer of the human abdominal aorta, see Table 2 .
A regression analysis is performed in MATLAB using the built-in function lsqnonlin by assigning random initial guesses and appropriate physical constraints on the parameters. A minimum of six minimization cycles ensured that best-fit parameters are independent of the initial guesses. [14] The accuracy of the experimental data with respect to the proposed model is illustrated by calculating the coefficient of determination 2 , denoted by
with 0 ≤ 2 ≤ 1, where a value of one indicates a perfect fit to the experimental data and the more it tends towards zero the worse the fit gets. Note that represents the -th index of a combined data vector f with length + which includes the data points and , as used in Equation 47, i.e.
[f] = [ ].
Implementation into a FE program, representative FE simulations
The proposed constitutive models designed to describe the passive and active aortic wall behavior are implemented into the multipurpose FE analysis program FEAP. [56] For each time step (Δ = const) and at each integration point the update algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1, is performed. The time step size Δ should be chosen sufficiently small to avoid time integration errors. Two representative examples are simulated and analyzed using the FE implementation of the proposed smooth muscle fiber model, and are subsequently described.
Isometric contraction of an aortic medial strip
We simulate isometric contraction of smooth muscles in a medial strip of a human abdominal aorta, activated through a calcium transient. The main purpose of this numerical example is to validate the model implementation. Therefore, FE results are compared with one-dimensional simulations solved with MATLAB. The medial strip is modeled with a referential length of 15.0 mm (circumferential direction), a referential width 3.0 mm (axial direction) and a referential thickness of 0.8467 mm. [48] Due to symmetry, only one-eighth of the medial strip is modeled. We use 250 eight-node hexahedral elements, and apply the mixed 1∕ 0 element formulation throughout the computation to avoid the well-known locking phenomena. At one end of the strip all nodes are constrained in all directions, while at the symmetry planes of the strip nodes are only constrained in the radial, circumferential and axial direction, respectively. A linearly increasing circumferential stretch up to 1.28 is initially applied to the strip, and subsequently the strip is contracted through a calcium concentration transient. 
Inflation and contraction of an aortic ring
In a second example we study the pressure-radius relationship and the transmural stress distribution of a residually stressed arterial ring with two layers (media and adventitia), subjected to axial pre-stretch, internal pressure and smooth muscle contraction. The influence of the smooth muscle orientation cu on the mechanical behavior of the human abdominal aorta is investigated for different sets of smooth muscle material parameters. In particular the effect of the smooth muscle parameter a and the filament overlap function ( opt fs , fo 1 , fo 2 ) on the pressure-radius relationship and the transmural wall stress is analyzed. In order to consider residual stresses (and strains), the stress-free reference configuration of the aortic segment is modeled with an opening angle = 60 • , see Figure 1 . The inner radius of the ring is set to i = 6.8375 mm, [29, 30] the medial wall thickness is med = 0.8467 mm, while the adventitial wall thickness is adv = 0.5884 mm in the reference configuration. [48] Due to symmetry only one half of the aortic ring is simulated and discretized by 640 eight-node hexahedral elements (320 elements per layer), using the mixed 1∕ 0 element formulation throughout the simulation. All nodes at the media/adventitia interface are linked together. The symmetrical boundary conditions constrained the cross-sectional surfaces of the arterial ring in the circumferential direction. The axial stretch is kept constant during inflation and contraction.
RESULTS
Influence of smooth muscle fiber orientation and filament overlap behavior on the fitting of active material parameters
Here we investigate the difference between the symmetric and non-symmetric filament overlap behavior as a function of the smooth muscle cell orientation cu by using the coefficient of determination 2 . The non-symmetric filament overlap function results in a better fit for smaller values of cu . In particular, for cu ≥ 30 • the simulated length-tension behavior is basically independent of the filament overlap function (symmetric/non-symmetric), see Figure 5 (a). Figure 5(b) shows that for a smooth muscle orientation of cu = 0 • a non-symmetric filament overlap function (solid curve) is able to simulate a better fit to the experimental active length-tension behavior (circles) than a symmetric filament overlap function (dashed curve), especially at higher stretches. For comparison, in Figure 5 (b) also the passive length-tension behavior is shown (dash-dotted curve). Figure 6 (a) shows the fitted active parameter a for different smooth muscle orientations cu . An increase in the parameter a goes along with an increase in the smooth muscle orientation cu in order to maintain the same circumferential isometric contractile tension as observed for the circumferentially aligned smooth muscle fibers. , fo 1 and fo 2 decrease with increasing smooth muscle orientation cu , where the width parameters fo 1 , fo 2 reach equivalent values for smooth muscle fiber angles larger than 30 • , i.e. symmetric behavior, recall relation (30) . Interestingly, the optimal relative filament sliding opt fs decreases monotonically for increasing values of cu (Figure 6(b) ) suggesting that the optimal stretch for maximal filament overlap is reached closer to the resting muscle length.
In Table 3 
Isometric contraction of an aortic medial strip -validation of model implementation
All FE results are taken from a central node located at the end of the modeled strip, where only one degree of freedom is constrained, and then they are compared with the one-dimensional solution calculated in the numerical computing environment MAT-LAB. The implementation of the cross-bridge kinetics model is verified by comparing the FE analysis with the one-dimensional results triggered by one specific calcium concentration, see Figure 7 (a). This figure also indicates the calcium transient according 
F I G U R E 8 Three-dimensional Cauchy stress
in the circumferential direction visualized for one half of the medial strip with two symmetric families of collagen fibers ( fib = 6.91 • ) and smooth muscle fibers. Results are shown at the end of the passive state with a stretch of 1.28: (a) at = 60 seconds; (b), (c) at the end of the active smooth muscle contraction phase at = 300 seconds for cu = 0
• and 30
• , respectively to Equation 22 using the parameters defined in Table 1 . In addition, the Cauchy stress in the circumferential direction is compared and verified between the two simulations of a strip with smooth muscle orientation cu = 30 • , see Figure 7 (b). The relative error between the FE and the analytical results (circumferential Cauchy stress values) for all smooth muscle orientations was less than 1 percent. Furthermore, a convergence study was performed to make sure that the obtained results are independent of any further mesh refinement and reduction of the time step size Δ .
The distribution of the circumferential Cauchy stress obtained from the FE analysis for one half of the medial strip is visualized in Figure 8 (a) with relaxed smooth muscle fibers (passive state), and in Figures 8(b) and (c) with contracted smooth muscle fibers and fiber orientations cu = 0 • and 30 • , respectively. Note that for the two simulations with cu = 0 • and 30 • different active parameters are used, see Table 3 . The medial strip simulation with a smooth muscle orientation of cu = 30 • results in a larger change in width and thickness at the contracted state compared with the simulation with smooth muscle orientation of 0 • . The passive material and structural parameters for the media are according to Table 2.
Inflation and contraction of an aortic ring
For this numerical investigation the collagen and smooth muscle orientations are defined in the unloaded and stress-free reference configuration. The corresponding values are provided in Tables 2 and 4 . The meshed aortic ring in the load-and stress-free reference configuration is presented in Figure 9(a) . The opening angle of the aortic ring is closed, and then the ring is pre-stretched Table 4 : (a) load-and stress-free reference configuration; (b) residually stressed and axially pre-stretched state (pre-stretch = 1.0675); (c) internal blood pressure of 90 mmHg; (d) smooth muscle cells are fully contracted (triggered with a constant calcium concentration of 170 nMol). Note that for (a), (b) and for (c), (d) the same stress legend is used with 1.0675 in the axial direction [32] (Figure 9 (b)), pressurized with an internal blood pressure of 90 mmHg (Figure 9 (c)), and contracted ( Figure 9 (d)) with parameters according to set 1 of Table 4 . The contraction is triggered with a constant calcium concentration of 170 nMol. The circumferential Cauchy stress distributions of the aortic wall at these simulation states are presented in Figure 9 . A convergence study ensured that the obtained results are independent of any further mesh refinement and reduction of the time step size Δ . Figure 10 (a) illustrates the relationship between the internal (blood) pressure i (in mmHg) and the current inner radius i (in mm) of the aortic ring at the relaxed (passive) and the contracted (active) states for different parameters, as defined in Table 4 . Eight different cases are studied: two passive pressure-radius relationships with and without residual stresses (indicated by black solid and dash-dotted curves), and six active pressure-radius relationships with different smooth muscle orientations cu (sets 1-3: cu = 0 • , sets 4-6: cu = 30 • ), where each pair of set (1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6) have the same active parameters a , AMp , opt fs , fo 1 , fo 2 , compare with Table 4 . A change in cu without changing the material parameters results in a reduced contraction in the circumferential direction, and hence a larger inner radius compared to simulations with circumferentially aligned smooth muscle fibers. A decrease in the filament overlap parameter opt fs results in a stronger contraction at the lower pressure domain (≤ 90 mmHg), and the filament overlap width parameters fo 1 and fo 2 have a significant effect on the shape of the pressure-radius relationship. Figure 10(b) shows corresponding circumferential and axial Cauchy stress distributions of the medial layer at an internal pressure of 90 mmHg. The negative circumferential stress gradient, with larger stress values closer to the lumen is reduced after consideration of residual stresses in the ring, and it basically vanishes by including the active tone , fo 1 , fo 2 on the relationship between the internal pressure i and the current inner radius i of the aortic ring. Parameters are according to Table 4 contributed by the smooth muscle cells. With increasing active tone, the stress gradient could even turn positive, with smaller stress values closer to the lumen. The residually stressed and axially pre-stretched inflated aortic ring has a slightly negative axial stress gradient with a positive averaged axial stress value, i.e. axial tensile stress. This stress gradient is again smaller than the gradient of the aortic ring that does not consider residual stresses. After smooth muscle contraction it becomes marginally positive. Aortic simulations with a muscle fiber orientation of cu = 30 • show an averaged axial stress similar to that of the relaxed state in contrast to the aortic rings having circumferentially aligned muscle fibers. Figures 11 and 12 highlight the relationship between the internal pressure and the current inner radius by changing the active parameters , fo 1 , fo 2 , according to Table 4 4
DISCUSSION
In the present study we investigated the potential influence and role of smooth muscle cell contractility on the mechanical behavior of an aortic ring by using FE simulations to better understand the quasi-static effects of smooth muscle remodeling, as reported in [20, 23, 54, 58, 60] . In particular, the influence of smooth muscle orientations and overlaps between the actin and myosin filaments on the pressure-radius relationship and the transmural stress distribution of the aortic ring was investigated. The mechanochemical model of [44] was modified to capture the active length-tension behavior of two families of smooth muscles using a non-symmetric filament overlap function. Active material parameters were obtained by fitting the model to experimental data documented by [44] and [48] . Due to the lack of data for the human active length-tension behavior, data from pig carotid arteries were scaled so as to represent the human active behavior. The fitting results, as shown in Figure 6 , highlighted trends for all active parameters with respect to the smooth muscle orientation. For example, an increasing muscle orientation cu led to monotonically increasing stiffness parameters ( a and AMp ) and to decreasing filament overlap parameters ( opt fs , fo 1 , fo 2 ), because of decreasing muscle fiber stretches. The obtained optimal values for the circumferentially aligned muscle fibers seem to be reasonable from a physical point of view when being compared to values published in [44] considering the scaling of the active stress behavior.
For the case that smooth muscle fibers are aligned in the circumferential direction a non-symmetric filament overlap function was necessary to capture the stretch-active stress behavior, suggesting a non-symmetry in the experimental stretch-active stress behavior. When fitting the model for different smooth muscle orientations to the experimental stretch-active stress behavior, the non-symmetry in the filament overlap behavior decreased with increasing cu , and finally vanished for cu = 30 • and above. We also found that simulations with higher values of cu undergo a larger rotation of the smooth muscle fibers for applied stretches in the circumferential direction than in simulations with smaller values of cu . These findings agree well with data presented by [6] , where the authors measured the current orientation of smooth muscle cells as a function of the internal pressure. These results suggest that the non-symmetric behavior observed in the stretch-active stress behavior is more driven by the reorientation of smooth muscle fibers for cu ≥ 30 • , and more driven by a non-symmetric filament overlap function for cu < 30 • .
Based on the active stress-stretch behavior, which we kept constant, a matching combination of smooth muscle orientation and filament overlap behavior for a best fit could be determined. Results suggest a symmetric-like filament overlap behavior and an optimal stretch value closer to the resting stretch for smooth muscle orientations deviating further away from the circumferential direction. Based on these results and the assumption that smooth muscle cells work close to their optimal stretch, vascular tissue with smooth muscle orientation not aligned in the circumferential direction could be less pre-stretched. The active force produced by these smooth muscle cells would also behave more in a symmetric-like manner as a function of the applied stretch.
Within the FE simulation of the medial strip, different smooth muscle orientations were analyzed. Medial strips with two symmetric muscle fibers, with orientation of ±30 • , showed a significantly increased wall thickness compared to a medial strip with muscle fibers aligned in the circumferential direction, as a result of the active contraction in the axial direction and the incompressibility condition. This illustrates the importance of considering smooth muscle orientations in a model to better analyze the contractile response of arterial tissues. Several reports of the existence of active stresses in both circumferential and axial directions of arterial walls are available, indicating that smooth muscle contraction is responsible for a multiaxial response in the vascular wall. [1, 6, 45, 55] Structural investigations performed by [27] and [6] also suggest that smooth muscle cells form two symmetric helically arranged fiber families in the arterial wall, with a orientation distribution similar to that of collagen fibers. A statistical orientation distribution of smooth muscle fibers was addressed previously by [43] but in that study FE analyses were not used to study the 3D effects of the orientation distribution.
By using the arterial ring model, we have highlighted the influence of the smooth muscle fiber orientation and the intracellular filament structure on the mechanical integrity of the vessel wall. Furthermore, this numerical example enables to better understand how changes in the arterial wall due to alterations in the smooth muscle fiber orientation, e.g., from cu = 0 • to 30 • , can be reduced, and even prevented by adjusting the filament overlap behavior or the smooth muscle stiffness, which corresponds to an alteration of the smooth muscle contractile unit density or smooth muscle cell content. This is quite interesting, and to the authors' knowledge also the first time that numerical simulations can show that changes in the intracellular smooth muscle cell behavior can reduce potential effects due to alterations in the extracellular smooth muscle cell orientation. Thus, a modification of the intracellular filament structure or the smooth muscle cell content could hypothetically be used as a therapeutic approach or as a marker in early progression of pathological vascular adaptation processes where changes in smooth muscle fiber orientation are involved. However, this would require further experimental and FE studies. Reports have suggested that an increase in smooth muscle cell content is a part of a response due to vascular adaptation such as hypertension. [11, 12, 15, 62] However, only a few studies have investigated if a coupled change in the smooth muscle orientation and intracellular structure occur during this adaptive changes of the smooth muscle cells. Studying the orientation of smooth muscle cells during vascular adaptive processes could provide additional information, and could also be used as a precursor for changes in the smooth muscle cell content and intracellular changes in the myofilament structure.
The incorporation of residual stresses in the vessel wall does not only effect the pressure-radius relationship it also reduces the transmural stress gradients, a finding which is in agreement with, e.g., [26] and [33] . The transmural circumferential stress distribution within the medial layer showed an almost horizontal line at the fully contracted state of smooth muscle cells compared to the relaxed state. For example, [34, 50] and [41] reported that a combination of residual stresses and the vascular smooth muscle tone is responsible for a more homogeneous transmural stress distribution along the wall thickness, which is also predicted by our numerical results. Furthermore, [35] suggested that continuous adaptation processes of intramural constituents may seek to homogenize the stresses throughout the arterial wall thickness so that cells sense the same stress value independent of the radial location. That means, whenever loading conditions significantly alter, stress gradients change so that cells sense different stresses along the wall thickness, and remodeling mechanisms are triggered. Fung [16] states that at homeostasis the strain energy and hence the strain of every vascular smooth muscle cell is uniform, which is known as the principle of optimal operation. In contrast to our results, several studies, which have also considered residual stresses and vascular smooth muscle tone, predicted a positive stress gradient, i.e. an increase of the transmural stress from the inner to the outer surfaces at a physiological blood pressure level. [36, 62] However, in their models smooth muscle contraction also led to a reduced averaged wall stress in the circumferential direction and a slightly reduced stress gradient compared to the fully relaxed state, which is in agreement with our results.
The presented results show that the proposed mechanochemical model is able to predict the expected mechanical behavior, in particular the stress distributions throughout the medial wall thickness, and, therefore, the model is well suited for studying more complex (physiological) boundary-value problems in vascular mechanics. In addition, the model allows a detailed quasi-static analysis of the effects of morphological and functional smooth muscle and collagen fiber alterations occurring during disease developments on the in vivo mechanical behavior of the artery wall, e.g., as seen in hypertension and abdominal aortic aneurysms. Nevertheless, triggering mechanisms of diseases and corresponding correlations of alterations between active and passive constituents of arterial walls with respect to the disease development are still areas of investigation.
How to cite this article: Haspinger DC, Murtada S-I, Niestrawska JA, Holzapfel GA. Since there are no suitable experimental isometric contraction data available regarding the contractile behavior of the human abdominal aorta, it is necessary to adapt existing experimental results based on reasonable assumptions. According to [44] we assume that the maximum contractility is expected to be within the physiological blood pressure range (90 mmHg). Numerical investigations (arterial ring example) indicated a circumferential stretch of 1.28 at the inner radius of a healthy abdominal aorta under an internal pressure of 90 mmHg, and an axial pre-stretch of 1.0675 [32] without considering smooth muscle contraction. This result is in good agreement with experimental data presented in [37] . Thus, the original (active) length-tension behavior ss ,a ( ), as presented in Figure A1 (a), is scaled in the horizontal direction (along the stretch axis) so that the maximum of the active length-tension behavior is at this obtained circumferential stretch, i.e. = 1.28 (see Figure A1 (b)). Furthermore, contraction tests on mesenteric arteries of rats, human tracheal tissues and smooth muscles of porcine stomach show a relatively similar ratio between the active and passive stress at optimal muscle length. [8, 57, 61] Therefore, it is assumed that the ratio between the active stress at optimal muscle length and the corresponding passive stress is the same for both pig common carotid artery and human abdominal aorta. Hence, the experimental length-tension behavior is scaled in the vertical direction (along the stress axis) accordingly, see Figure A1 (b).
Moreover, we also modify the corresponding active tension-time behavior ,a ( ) at optimal muscle length. The original experimental active tension-time data, as presented in Figure A2 (a), is scaled with the same factor in the vertical direction (along the stress axis), see Figure A2 (b).
Both, the modified total length-tension data ss ( ) = ss : (a) original experimental results obtained from pig common carotid arteries with an optimal smooth muscle length at = 1.5 (modified from [44] , Figure 4) ; (b) scaled (active) experimental data (mean values with corresponding standard deviations) to mimic the behavior of the human abdominal aorta. There the optimal smooth muscle length lies at = 1.28, which corresponds to the in vivo stretch in the circumferential direction at a blood pressure level of 90 mmHg. Furthermore, it was assumed that the ratio between the active and passive stress at optimal smooth muscle length is the same for the pig common carotid artery and the human abdominal aorta. Note that in (b) the passive data points correspond to the passive model behavior using material parameters as shown in Table 2 (b) Active circ. first PK stress We consider a circumferential specimen (medial layer) with two symmetric fiber families and with mean fiber directions in the reference configuration denoted by where , , denote the principal stretches in the radial, circumferential and axial direction, respectively. The required invariants can then be expressed in terms of the stretches, i.e. By solving this system of equations with the boundary condition = = 0 and the incompressibility condition = ≡ 1, the normal stress in the circumferential direction of the tested medial specimen can be expressed as a function of the principal circumferential stretch . Finally the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress can simply be calculated by = ∕ .
